Validation of rapid 4-component body composition assessment with the use of dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry and bioelectrical impedance analysis
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ABSTRACT

Background: The 4-component (4C) model is a criterion method for human body composition that separates the body into fat, water, mineral, and protein, but requires 4 measurements with significant cost and time requirements that preclude wide clinical use. A simplified model integrating only 2 measurements—dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)—and 10 min of patient time has been proposed.

Objective: We aimed to validate a rapid, simplified 4C DXA + BIA body composition model in a clinical population.

Design: This was a cross-sectional observational study of 31 healthy adults. Participants underwent whole-body DXA, segmental BIA, air displacement plethysmography (ADP), and total body water (TBW) measurement by deuterium (D2O) dilution. 4C composition was calculated through the use of the Lohman model [DXA mineral mass, D2O TBW, ADP body volume (BV), scale weight] and the simplified model (DXA mineral mass and BV, BIA TBW, scale weight). Accuracy of percentage of fat (%Fat) and protein measurements was assessed via linear regression. Test-retest precision was calculated with the use of duplicate DXA and BIA measurements.

Results: Of 31 participants, 23 were included in the analysis. TBW BIA showed good test-retest precision (%CV = 5.2 raw; 1.1 after outlier removal) and high accuracy to TBW D2O [TBW D2O = 0.956 × TBW BIA, R² = 0.92, root mean squared error (RMSE) = 2.2 kg]. %Fat estimates from DXA, ADP, D2O, and BIA all showed high correlation with the Lohman model. However, only the 4C simplified model provides high accuracy for both %Fat (R² = 0.96, RMSE = 2.33) and protein mass (R² = 0.76, RMSE = 1.8 kg). %Fat precision from 4C DXA + BIA was comparable with DXA (root mean square-SD = 0.8 and 0.6 percentage units, respectively).

Conclusions: This work validates a simplified 4C method that measures fat, water, mineral, and protein in a 10-min clinic visit. This model has broad clinical application to monitor many conditions including over/dehydration, malnutrition, obesity, sarcopenia, and cachexia. Am J Clin Nutr 2018;108:708–715.
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INTRODUCTION

Four-component (4C) models of body composition—those that divide the body into fat, water, protein, and mineral masses—are considered the reference within the research community. Importantly, 4C models do not assume a fixed hydration as is the case in simpler body composition models (1). This is important for assessment of undernutrition in children, which is often associated with dehydration (2), as well as assessment of lean mass in older adults, which has been shown to have significantly different hydration than that found in younger adults (3). Altered lean mass hydration in older adults may explain why dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)-measured lean mass (which assumes fixed hydration) is a poor predictor of mortality and functional strength compared with simple handgrip strength (4). Direct measurement of lean mass water and protein content is therefore particularly useful in the presence of wasting conditions associated with aging such as sarcopenia and cachexia (5).
Despite its advantages, 4C body composition is seldom used in the clinic because it requires several different measurements that are time consuming and costly. The Lohman 4C model, for example, includes bone mineral measurements from DXA, body mass from a scale, total body volume (BV), and total body water (TBW) from labeled water dilution. Furthermore, precision of the conventional 4C model is difficult to quantify owing to the multiple measures and time constant of dilution for deuterium. Wilson et al. (7) proposed a simplified model for clinically viable 4C body composition that uses DXA-calculated BV in place of air displacement plethysmography (ADP) and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)-calculated TBW in place of labeled water dilution. We sought to validate the precision and accuracy of this rapid, simplified 4C method against the reference Lohman method as well as against 2-component (BIA, ADP, and TBW) and 3-component models (DXA) of percentage of fat (%Fat).

METHODS

A cross-sectional convenience sample of healthy adults underwent whole-body DXA, multifrequency BIA, ADP, height and weight, and TBW deuterium dilution measurements. 4C body composition was calculated with the use of the Lohman method (8) and the simplified DXA + BIA approach of Wilson et al. (7). Linear regression analysis was performed to determine the agreement between body composition methods. We describe the details of each part of the study below.

Participants

Thirty-one healthy adults >18 y of age were enrolled in a prospective open recruitment during the time period of November 2016 to April 2017. Each participant received duplicate measures with repositioning for whole-body DXA and segmented multifrequency BIA scans, and singleton measures of deuterium dilution and ADP (owing to time considerations for these techniques). Exclusion criteria included a history of body-altering surgery, significant nonremovable metallic implants, height >73 inches (185 cm), and weight >250 pounds (lb) (113 kg) (to ensure whole-body fit within the dimensions of the DXA scan table). Recruitment was performed with the use of flyers posted around the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Parnassus campus. All participants provided informed consent. The study protocol was approved by the UCSF Committee on Human Research (Institutional Review Board #16–19,342).

DXA

Whole-body DXA scans were acquired on a Hologic Discovery/W system (Hologic Inc., Marlborough, MA). All scans were analyzed at Hologic, Inc. by a single International Society for Clinical Densitometry–certified technologist using Hologic APEX software (version 4.6.0.4) with NHANES body composition correction disabled. Participants were clothed in form-fitting undergarments, without shoes, and positioned on the scanner table with arms out to the side, hands flat on the table, and feet in planarflex position, in accordance with the manufacturer’s standard protocols. The scanner was kept in regular calibration through the use of daily and weekly quality control protocols scanning spine and soft tissue phantoms according to International Society for Clinical Densitometry guidelines.

BIA

Whole-body segmented multifrequency BIA measurements were acquired on an InBody S10 system (InBody Inc., Cerritos, CA). Measurements were performed with the participant in supine position immediately after DXA scans. Contact sites on the fingers and ankles were cleaned before measurement with a sterile antimicrobial tissue provided by the manufacturer. Touch type electrodes were used in accordance with standard protocols. Participants were scanned a total of 3 times to allow for assessment of measurement precision with and without repositioning. TBW and %Fat measurements were recorded directly from the device. The average of 2 TBW measurements (with repositioning) was used for 4C analysis.

ADP

Whole-body volume measurements were taken through the use of ADP in a BodPod (v5.4.1, COSMED USA, Inc., Concord, CA). Measurements were taken via the manufacturer’s standard protocol. Participants were clothed in form-fitting clothing and a swim cap. Lung volume was measured directly with the use of the built-in breathing tube system. The BodPod was regularly calibrated with the use of a known-volume cylinder and known-mass weights in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines. The BodPod provided BV measurements for the 4C models as well as its own estimate of %Fat.

Deuterium dilution

TBW was assessed through the use of a 4-h deuterium (D2O) dilution protocol as defined in the International Atomic Energy Agency standards (9). In summary, participants were provided with a measured dose of D2O in local drinking water (100 mL total volume) to achieve 0.05 g of excess 2H per kilogram of body weight. Three 2.5-mL saliva samples were collected: 1 at baseline (before dose consumption), one 3 h postdosing, and one 4 h postdosing. Participants were allowed to void and/or drink small amounts (<500 mL) of water during the 4-h protocol; all fluid changes were measured and recorded as change in body weight with the use of a high-precision scale. TBW was calculated by measuring D2O enrichment in the saliva samples against baseline dose and drinking water samples (9) which included the correction factor of 1.041 for nonaqueous exchange of deuterium. Fat mass was estimated from TBW with the use of a fixed hydration constant of 0.732 for lean mass: \( Fat\ Mass = Total\ Mass - TBW/0.732 \). All samples were analyzed at the University of Wisconsin Biotechnology Center.

4C models

4C models divide the body into fat, water, protein, and mineral masses. We calculated 4C composition via the model of Lohman...
et al. (6), also described in Heymsfield et al. (10), and reproduced here.

\[
\text{FatMass}_{\text{Lohman}} = 2.7470 \times \text{TotVolume} - 0.7140 \times \text{TBW} \\
+ 1.1460 \times \text{TotMineral} - 2.0503 \times \text{TotMass}
\]

(1)

\[
\text{TotMineral} = \text{BoneMineral} + \text{SoftTissueMineral}
\]

(2)

\[
\text{TotMineral} = \text{BMC} + 0.0105 \times \text{TotMass}
\]

(3)

\[
\text{ProteinMass}_{\text{Lohman}} = \text{TotMass} - (\text{FatMass}_{\text{Lohman}} \\
+ \text{TBW} + \text{BMC})
\]

(4)

ADP, D\text{2}O dilution, DXA, and scale weight measurements were used for TotVolume, TBW, BMC (bone mineral content), and TotMass, respectively. The Lohman model served as criterion method for fat and protein measurements. It may be noted that this model is often misrepresented to include only bone mineral mass instead of total mineral mass, which includes mineral in both bone and soft tissues. Bartók-Olson et al. (11) described the discrepancy and its implications elsewhere. Note also that the residual mass (ProteinMass_{Lohman}) contains a small amount of carbohydrate in addition to protein.

The simplified DXA + BIA 4C model described by Wilson et al. (7) uses the same form as the Lohman 4C model, but BC calculated from DXA instead of ADP, and water mass measured by BIA instead of D\text{2}O. Specifically, Wilson et al. (12) showed that BC could be accurately calculated through the use of calibrated fat, lean, and bone densities along with the measured masses from whole-body DXA scans:

\[
\text{TotVolume}_{\text{DXA}} = v_{\text{lean}} \times \text{LeanMass}_{\text{DXA}} + v_{\text{fat}} \times \text{FatMass}_{\text{DXA}} \\
+ v_{\text{BMC}} \times \text{BMC}_{\text{DXA}} + v_{\text{residual}}
\]

(5)

where inverse density coefficients \(v\) are calibrated for each make of DXA scanner. These coefficients were published in earlier cross-sectional studies with matched DXA and ADP measurements that used multiple linear regression with the 3-component DXA masses as input and ADP volume as output. Wilson et al. derived separate volume coefficients for Hologic (12) and GE DXA systems (7), and reported test-retest precision of root mean square (RMS)-%CV = 1.1 in total body DXA-volume. In the present study, Hologic calibration values were used (\(v_{\text{lean}} = 0.95, v_{\text{fat}} = 1.14, v_{\text{BMC}} = 0.21, v_{\text{residual}} = 0.01\)). We sought to validate Wilson et al.’s DXA + BIA 4C model and demonstrate hardware independence by using an independent recruitment and different devices (Hologic DXA and InBody BIA, compared with GE DXA and Impedimed BIA).

Statistical analysis

Linear regressions were performed to assess the agreement between different modalities. TBW from BIA was compared against deuterium dilution criterion measurement. Percentage body fat was compared between DXA, ADP, BIA, D\text{2}O, and the proposed 4C DXA + BIA model against the 4C Lohman criterion method. Constant intercepts were included in linear models only if significant at \(P < 0.05\). Test-retest precision was quantified with the use of RMS-%CV for mass and volume measurements, and RMS-SD for %Fat measurements as described elsewhere (13). Outlier detection thresholds for test-retest measurements were conservatively defined at 6 SDs \(\sigma\) away from 0, where \(\sigma\) was estimated by the sample median absolute difference (MAD) between repeat measurements (14). Statistical analyses were performed with the use of pandas 0.20.1 (Python Software Foundation, Wilmington, DE), SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), and MATLAB R2017a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).

RESULTS

Of the 31 participants that completed the study protocol, 23 had complete valid measurements. There was an error in the dose preparation for the first batch of 8 participants that invalidated measurements; these participants’ data were used for precision analysis only. Summary demographics of the participants included in the analysis are shown in Table 1.

BV measurements calculated from DXA showed excellent agreement with ADP (Figure 1), \(BVD_{\text{DXA}} = 0.993 BV_{\text{DXA}}\) (95% CI: 0.990, 0.996). TBW measurements from BIA also showed strong agreement with criterion measurements from D\text{2}O (Figure 2), \(TBW_{\text{D2O}} = 0.956 TBW_{\text{BIA}}\) (95% CI: 0.932, 0.979).

Whole-body %Fat was calculated with the use of the 4C Lohman model as presented earlier after correcting for the small biases in the DXA volume and BIA water measures through the use of the equations in Figures 1 and 2. Regression results for the 2- and 3-component and 4C methods are shown in Figure 3. Each of the DXA, BIA, ADP, and D\text{2}O estimates of %Fat showed strong agreement with the Lohman model, with \(R^2 \geq 0.90\). D\text{2}O dilution was the only modality to exhibit a significant bias. BIA exhibited the highest root mean squared error (RMSE) at 3.83 percentage units, whereas ADP had the lowest at 1.71; however, this is likely due to the fact that the 4C Lohman %Fat equation is dominated by BV (here measured by ADP). Note that the Hologic DXA %Fat results were calculated with NHANES correction (15) disabled. Enabling the NHANES correction resulted in overestimated DXA fat values compared with the 4C Lohman model (see Supplemental Text and Supplemental Figure 1).

The simplified 4C DXA + BIA model closely agreed with the Lohman 4C reference. The 4C DXA + BIA model can be generalized through the use of the following equation.

\[
\text{FatMass}_{\text{4C}} = 2.747 \times D_{\text{corr}}(v_{\text{lean}} \times \text{LeanMass}_{\text{DXA}} \\
+ v_{\text{fat}} \times \text{FatMass}_{\text{DXA}} + v_{\text{BMC}} \times \text{BMC}_{\text{DXA}}) \\
- 0.714 \times B_{\text{corr}}(TBW_{\text{BIA}}) + 1.146(\text{BMC}_{\text{DXA}} \\
+ 0.0105 \times \text{TotMass}) - 2.0503 \times \text{TotMass}
\]

(6)

where \(v_{\text{lean}} = 0.95, v_{\text{fat}} = 1.14, v_{\text{BMC}} = 0.21, \) and \(D_{\text{corr}} = 0.993\) for the present Hologic DXA system, and \(B_{\text{corr}} = 0.956\) for the present InBody BIA system.

Residual protein measurements from the 4C DXA + BIA model compared with the Lohman model are shown in Figure 4. Whole-body 4C protein measured by DXA + BIA closely approximates the Lohman reference method.
Duplicate DXA and BIA measurements were available for all 31 participants. Test-retest precision results for BIA TBW and fat mass, DXA fat mass and volume, and 4C DXA + BIA fat mass and protein mass are shown in Table 2. Repeat TBW\textsubscript{BIA} measurements (with immediate repositioning) showed a \%CV = 5.2. The MAD in the test-retest data was 0.3 kg. Outliers were defined conservatively as the test-retest difference exceeding 6 times the MAD, or 1.8 kg. Four outlier pairs were identified in the set of 31 test-retest measurements. Excluding these outliers results in \%CV = 1.1. As shown in Table 2, precision in TBW\textsubscript{BIA} significantly affects the precision of 4C DXA + BIA fat and protein measurements. Observed test-retest RMS-SDs for BIA, DXA, and 4C DXA + BIA \%Fat (after BIA TBW outlier removal) were 0.9, 0.6, and 0.8 percentage points, respectively.

![Body Volume: DXA vs. ADP](image1)

**FIGURE 1** Linear regression between BV measurements from DXA and ADP ($n = 23$). High correlation was observed, although a slope significantly different from 1 was detected. These data were used to determine a linear correction equation for BV from DXA: $BV_{ADP} = 0.993 \times BV_{DXA}$ (95% CI: 0.990, 0.996). The dashed line is the line of identity. ADP, air displacement plethysmography; BV, body volume; DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; RMSE, root mean squared error.

![Total Body Water: BIA vs. D\textsubscript{2}O](image2)

**FIGURE 2** Linear regression between TBW measurements from BIA and D\textsubscript{2}O ($n = 23$). High correlation was observed, although a slope significantly different from 1 was detected. These data were used to determine a linear correction equation for TBW from BIA: $TBW_{D2O} = 0.956 \times TBW_{BIA}$ (95% CI: 0.932, 0.979). The dashed line is the line of identity. BIA, bioelectrical impedance analysis; D\textsubscript{2}O, deuterium; RMSE, root mean squared error; TBW, total body water.
FIGURE 3  Linear regression between whole-body %Fat from the 2- and 3-component and 4C body composition assessment methods in this study and the reference 4C Lohman model (n = 23). “n.s.” indicates that the regression intercept was nonsignificant (P > 0.05) and set to 0. ADP, air displacement plethysmography; BIA, bioelectrical impedance analysis; DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; D2O, deuterium; RMSE, root mean squared error; 4C, 4-component; %Fat, percentage of fat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Slope [95% CI]</th>
<th>Intercept [95% CI]</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DXA</td>
<td>0.98 [0.94, 1.03]</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>0.96 [0.94, 0.99]</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>0.94 [0.88, 0.99]</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2O</td>
<td>0.90 [0.82, 0.97]</td>
<td>3.56 [1.45, 5.68]</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C DXA + BIA</td>
<td>1.01 [0.97, 1.04]</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

4C body composition is a well-established method for assessment of metabolic status and health. In this study we found that %Fat measurements from several different technologies that used both 2-component (ADP, BIA, and D2O) and 3-component (DXA) models agreed well with the criterion 4C Lohman model. Each of these devices should provide accurate, reliable measurements of adiposity in the clinical setting when normal hydration is expected. The best agreement with the Lohman model for both %Fat and protein measures was found to be with the rapid 4C DXA + BIA method.

Agreement between the two 4C methods relies on the agreement of BV_{DXA} with BV_{ADP}, and TBW_{BIA} with TBW_{D2O}. Although we found high agreement between the 2 BV measurements, a small but significant difference was observed (TBW_{D2O}/TBW_{BIA} = 0.993). BV is highly weighted in the Lohman 4C model, so it is important that BV measures are accurately calibrated. The 2 methods have very different underlying assumptions and it is unclear which method more accurately measures volume in an individual. The BodPod is
calibrated through the use of a reference object periodically so that accuracy on solid volumes is ensured. However, in vivo error sources include uncertainty in the lung and gastric volumes. DXA systems only measure solid volume and are unaffected by lung and gastric voids. Potential errors in the DXA volume include the extrapolation of the lean and soft tissue masses over regions containing bone and the lack of existing quality assurance methods to validate soft tissue mass accuracy (standard phantoms and protocols exist only for calibration of bone mineral mass). Clearly, a quality control method for DXA that ensures mass accuracies to better than 0.5% is warranted to ensure agreement between DXA systems in the field.

In a similar but larger study, Smith-Ryan et al. (17) rederived coefficients for BV\textsubscript{DXA} calibrated to BV\textsubscript{ADP} using the same make and model of DXA system. Smith-Ryan et al. also did not use the NHANES correction, and found coefficients ($\nu$\textsubscript{lean} = 0.971, $\nu$\textsubscript{fat} = 1.19, $\nu$\textsubscript{bone} = 0.086) similar to those originally published by Wilson et al. (12): ($\nu$\textsubscript{lean} = 0.95, $\nu$\textsubscript{fat} = 1.14, $\nu$\textsubscript{BMC} = 0.21). In this study, we found that BV\textsubscript{DXA} derived through the use of Wilson et al.’s coefficients agreed with BV\textsubscript{ADP} to within 0.3%. The differences seen by Smith-Ryan et al. were likely due to slight calibration differences in the DXA systems and could have been corrected with the use of a reference quality control phantom for soft tissue masses.

We found high agreement between the 2 TBW measurements with a small but significant difference (TBW\textsubscript{D2O}/TBW\textsubscript{BIA} = 0.956). Although we used a trained laboratory for D\textsubscript{2}O spectroscopy and clinical staff to measure and administer the doses, there was still 1 measurement that appeared outside realistic biological bounds. Potential errors in D\textsubscript{2}O TBW measurements include subject noncompliance with the fasting and resting requirements before and during the protocol. Strenuous activity or significant food and drink consumption, particularly in the hours immediately before dose consumption and sample collection, can significantly affect the accuracy of D\textsubscript{2}O TBW measurements (9). Potential sources of BIA error include electrode placement inaccuracy, poor electrode contact, and significant variability in body shape (18). Nonetheless, BIA is an appealing method for clinical TBW measurement owing to its low cost, rapid results, and amenability to field calibration with the use of stable phantoms. Significant outliers in TBW\textsubscript{BIA} can be detected by applying thresholds of agreement between duplicate TBW\textsubscript{BIA} measurements, or comparison to reference physiologic hydration ranges for singleton measurements. Using these outlier exclusion methods, the TBW\textsubscript{BIA} test-retest precision was 1.1%. If the difference between the 2 measurements exceeds 1.8 kg, we recommend collecting a third measurement and averaging of the 2 closest measurements. Further validation of TBW\textsubscript{BIA} precision in different models and with the use of different electrodes (adhesive gel pads compared with touch type) might be useful to expand the utility of this method. Without these outlier detection methods, the observed TBW\textsubscript{BIA} test-retest precision was 5.2%. Vaché et al. (19) reported precision of 4.1%CV for test-retest measurements collected 8 h apart. Further precision studies would be needed to assess the long-term precision of BIA for TBW.

Precision of %Fat measurements from the 4C DXA + BIA method (RMS-SD = 0.8% units after BIA outlier removal) was

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Before BIA outlier removal ($n=31$)</th>
<th>After BIA outlier removal ($n=27$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIA total body water, %CV</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DXA total body volume, %CV</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA %Fat, RMS-SD</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DXA %Fat, RMS-SD</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C DXA + BIA %Fat, RMS-SD</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C DXA + BIA protein mass, %CV</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Duplicate measurements were collected via each method, with repositioning. High variability in BIA TBW measurements leads to imprecision in BIA fat mass and 4C DXA + BIA fat and protein masses. Removal of outlier BIA TBW measurements as described in the text results in significantly improved precision for each of those measurements. BIA, bioelectrical impedance analysis; DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; RMS, root mean square; TBW, total body water; 4C, 4-component; %Fat, percentage of fat.
found to be comparable to that of DXA (RMS-SD = 0.6% units), suggesting that the method may be suitable for monitoring individual %Fat in longitudinal studies. Precision of hydration values extends beyond physiologic bounds for healthy adults in the sample; definition of thresholds on plausible hydration levels may provide criteria to validate BIA TBW measurements. BIA, bioelectrical impedance analysis; DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; D2O, deuterium; FFM, fat-free mass; TBW, total body water.

In summary, this work validates the accuracy and precision of a clinically viable technique incorporating DXA and BIA technology for 4C body composition. Translation to clinical practice would enable fast, accessible 4C assessment including fat, protein, and hydration status—measures important for monitoring a wide variety of conditions including dieting, sarcopenia, cachexia, and performance training. Validation in such special populations is warranted.
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